excellent guys thank you for being with us I'm Alejandro berry from Univision so I'll start with the questions in Spanish then translated in English and then you can answer does that work for you that'd be great thank you okay folks here we go Emile's denervation des portes la entrevista de no es con ingen foot Paulista no es con ingen technique own income ninguna aficionado no s con England a Porsche se nose cone in una persona que esta en este Planeta vamos a ear contrast renautas que estan aboard o
de la estación a la estación Internacional

son del expedition 40 commander Steve Swanson quite engineers reid wiseman

alexander gerst

muchas gracias por estar con nosotros

thank you guys for being with us what are you doing up there how are you now

we're doing great

we're having fun up here doing the little science and keeping the station

going sex I'm sayin's on the Sun

avocados what are you over right now

we're just coming up over Central South

America and then we'll go across the
north coast of South America and up over

the Atlantic off to England and Europe

perfecto ostendo donde estan pueden ver

los partidos de la copa del mundo

can you really watch the World Cup games

yes some of the games we get up linked
directly through radio transmission and

we can watch them live of course we have

a lot of science to do on the side and

so once in a while we can get a peek at

the at the screen

great technology so I understand there's

two Americans on board and one German

there's a match coming up between the
States and Germany do you have any bets

00:02:18,879 --> 00:02:24,310
among yourself say viene una puesta

00:02:21,819 --> 00:02:26,199
kiseop or caisson DOS Americanos jana le

00:02:24,310 --> 00:02:28,569
monde de los tres astronauta yo whalen

00:02:26,199 --> 00:02:32,009
Estados Unidos contra Alemany approxima

00:02:28,569 --> 00:02:32,009
mint AI alguna question 2 steady

00:02:33,870 --> 00:02:39,009
yes of course we have a bet going these

00:02:36,819 --> 00:02:42,069
guys said if USA losers they're gonna

00:02:39,009 --> 00:02:43,750
shave their heads actually and if of

00:02:42,069 --> 00:02:46,629
course because I have already my head

00:02:43,750 --> 00:02:49,090
shaved if I if Germany loses then

00:02:46,629 --> 00:02:58,269
they're going to paint a US flag on my

00:02:49,090 --> 00:03:01,060
head so I see that you can have a ball

00:02:58,270 --> 00:03:04,300
can you actually play some some soccer

00:03:01,060 --> 00:03:06,099
in space planning jugar football en el
espacio como estan haciendo Arrakis
career de Gama oh we try we have fun
with it yeah you can here I'll show you
a little example exhale into the master
now - justanna Arriba commence a le
monde AR en los equipos que ellos estén
represent and Ayako what would be your
message to your national teams during
the World Cup I think the message is I
believe we will win yeah if you
introduce a less good and others fear
least look the down from the ohh
I'm sure he's told his team good luck

good is it the and try to recover
00:04:15,090 --> 00:04:28,750
somebody's afraid of having to fulfill

00:04:18,040 --> 00:04:30,640
their bet here so guys tell him to

00:04:28,750 --> 00:04:32,829
Commander algunas preguntas para

00:04:30,639 --> 00:04:35,199
para ustedes via Facebook

00:04:32,829 --> 00:04:38,079
kia ora celiceo we asked the people to

00:04:35,199 --> 00:04:40,089
send some questions over by facebook so

00:04:38,079 --> 00:04:42,639
i'm gonna go ahead and read one of them

00:04:40,089 --> 00:04:45,639
Fabio Flores asked if they could come

00:04:42,639 --> 00:04:47,979
back to Earth in time for one World Cup

00:04:45,639 --> 00:04:50,079
match what teams would they face each

00:04:47,980 --> 00:04:52,120
other see pudieran ver un partido de

00:04:50,079 --> 00:04:54,189
copa del mundo Kiyosaki polar gustaría v

00:04:52,120 --> 00:04:58,750
CP hombre que hacer en tiempo para estar

00:04:54,189 --> 00:05:01,480
en el mundial that's a really good
question I've been enjoying many of the games Argentina and Messi is his play has been fantastic but for me I would have to be a game of course hopefully the US will make it to the championship I sure hope so and if they would play Germany in a championship that would be one game I would love to see Adam others who say key pose kill throw a key otras Alexio Napoleon equals to football East oppressor Edo other than your national teams what what what team do you support and what's your favorite player during this
World Cup yeah my favorite player

probably already mentioned Messi he was

just fantastic so far in the tournament

and I love watching the the Australian

sorry the Argentinian team so that's

just a great one for me I love those

guys do you have any woke up memories

alguna memorial copa del mundo que que

antonio lo largo de su vida i think

without a doubt we all have our own

personal World Cup memories but I think

when we look back at the next World Cup

we're gonna remember watching all these
games up here is a crew and a lot of
times we have our Russian crewmates down
here and to watch with us and I think when all six of us are together watching World Cup that's going to be a memory that I'll keep with me forever and I know Alex and Steve will as well la gente que no sway it's Mexican a KKK am bestow a selection mexicana Kelly's Paris le gusta el equipo most of the people that are watching are Mexican so have you watched the Mexican national team do you like the squad have we watched o 3 a few times I watched him we were back in Houston actually 2 so they're another fantastic team and it
looks like they're doing well

so let me ask some scientific questions

what are you doing up there what what

the experiments are you conducting

explain a Mentos estan haciendo Y Arriba

case exactamente el trabajo que estan

reales ando actually I just today I was

working right here in this glove box on

an experiment that is about burning

things in space for betters fire safety

on earth we look how materials burn in

weightlessness and we can learn a lot

about making materials much more safe

don down on earth and that's just one of a
hundred and sixty experiments that we
have on board and that we conduct each
day gives Lomas father dave is studying
karate that's it what's the coolest
thing of having no gravity yeah just
move it around blue and flips we have
contrasts on how many flips you can do
and how far you can go without hitting
the wall all sorts of contests it's just
a wonderful it's a big best playground
you can find excelente
cuanto tiempo Jovana Arriba cuanto Vanna
regressor how much time have you been up
there and when are you coming back I've

been up here almost three months come

00:08:34,620 --> 00:08:40,078
back in two and a half and these guys

00:08:37,370 --> 00:08:42,209
Alex and I showed up almost a month ago

00:08:40,078 --> 00:08:44,038
and we're loving it I don't think we're

00:08:42,208 --> 00:08:51,869
ready to come home yet we'll see after 6

00:08:44,038 --> 00:08:54,389
months ok please thank you very much

00:08:51,870 --> 00:08:57,000
guys I really appreciate you being with

00:08:54,389 --> 00:08:58,919
us it was a great interview very excited

00:08:57,000 --> 00:09:03,899
here at Univision so thank you good luck

00:08:58,919 --> 00:09:07,500
and safe travels thank you very much

00:09:03,899 --> 00:09:10,230
take care station this is Houston ACR

00:09:07,500 --> 00:09:12,179
that concludes the Univision Deportes

00:09:10,230 --> 00:09:15,870
portion of the event please stand by for

00:09:12,179 --> 00:09:17,818
a voice check from ESPN well we have

00:09:15,870 --> 00:09:19,889
done live shots before but nothing like
this joining us from T from the International Space Station is American astronaut Reid Wiseman and German astronaut Alexander Gerst in between them is commander Stephen Swanson and all these men are part of the expedition 40 and guys in between your scientific research onboard the station you guys watch the World Cup matches read how are you feeling about this team the us entering Thursday's match against Alexander's German squad well you know I guess I got to say I believe we will win I think it's kind of a perfect recipe
here for us we've already looked at our

schedules for Thursday to see how we can

sneak in a few peeks of the game and our

will be our afternoon and you better

believe we'll be watching and I think

it's a it's looking good because it's

two against one up here so I think the

us chances are pretty good well this is

a question now for Alexander how do you

feel about a German legend like Jurgen

Klinsmann coaching against the German

team well it's interesting to see of

course for me even more so because he's

from the same state to Germany than I he

00:10:31,109 --> 00:10:36,929
grew up at this almost at the same place

201
00:10:33,448 --> 00:10:39,118
so well in the way even if the u.s. win

202
00:10:36,928 --> 00:10:41,848
there it's still a little bit of a

203
00:10:39,119 --> 00:10:43,889
victory for Germany then so I'm not

204
00:10:41,849 --> 00:10:48,089
afraid we have this little bet going of

205
00:10:43,889 --> 00:10:49,979
course if the US if the US win these

206
00:10:48,089 --> 00:10:51,839
guys are allowed to draw a little US

207
00:10:49,979 --> 00:10:53,908
flag in my head but then again if

208
00:10:51,839 --> 00:10:56,099
Germany wins I think these guys need to

209
00:10:53,908 --> 00:10:56,548
need to shave their heads so we all look

210
00:10:56,099 --> 00:10:58,649
alike

211
00:10:56,548 --> 00:11:01,228
so in either way I'm looking forward to

212
00:10:58,649 --> 00:11:03,918
the outcome of this game I'm pretty sure

213
00:11:01,229 --> 00:11:03,919
it's gonna be fun

214
00:11:04,539 --> 00:11:08,868
Stephen now you have a soccer ball in

your hand right there it was so cool

floating in space as we started the

interview I hear you guys try to play

some soccer onboard the International

Space Station is that accurate yes we

did we actually played almost for a half

hour and we had a really good time but

nobody actually won I don't think we

actually got a goal ever scored but we

had a really good time doing it well

gravity is your biggest opponent Stephen

we do appreciate as well as Reed and

Alexander of course we're gonna see how

things play out on Thursday I just want
to get back with you guys and see if the

u.s. wins so we can see the American

flag on Alexander's head by the end of

the match

oh definitely we definitely there'll be

lots of stars up in his head that's for

sure of course I would enjoy

our guys would kick their butts a little

bit but I gonna hope that's gonna be at

the final game at the very last game of

this World Cup and not on Thursday I

could just watch this forget about us

talking fantastic images coming from

space guys thank you so much we do
appreciate the time here on SportsCenter

of the by Silesia station this is

Houston ACR thank you that concludes our

event